
lChapter One

Consumer Behavior: Its
Origins and Strategic
Applications

Case One: Digitization = Customization

T

he marketing concept states that companies must focus on consumer needs and
develop products and services that meet these needs. Market segmentation and
targeting—the strategic approaches that originate in the marketing concept—

enable marketers to subdivide large markets into distinct consumer segments with
relatively homogeneous needs,- and to select one or more of these groups as the target
market(s) for the companies' offerings.

Broadly speaking, the premise of the marketing concept is the delivery of products
geared to individual's needs, a strategy seemingly congruent with such promotional slo-
gans as "Have It Your Way" and "You're the Boss." In reality, however, the products
offered by companies that moved from mass production (i.e., a single version of the
product for all consumers) to market-focused strategies are not truly personalized
products. Marketing-oriented companies offer consumers numerous versions and
models of their products, each designed to meet the needs of a distinct, but still rather
large, group of individual consumers. 	 -

Now, for the first time ever, digital technologies enable marketers to truly customize
many products to the specific and individual needs of customers. For example:

1. Dell Computer Corporation offers built-lo-order computer systems at www.dcII.coni
where consumers can design their own notebook or desktop PCs.

2. At www.acurnins.com, customers fill out The Vitamin Advisor—an extensive question-
naire regarding one's health, diet, and daily habits. Based on on analysis of their
answers to the surre; cus(o,ners can purchase packages of viiinnns and supplements
customized specifically for them.

3. At www.nikeid.com bu yers can choose among many models of sneakers in different
price ranges, customize their chosen shoes from among several colors and features,
have a personal ID applied to each shoe, j uv for the product, and have it shipped
directly to them.

Questions
1. Will the marketing concept (as discussed in Chapter 1) become an obsolete concept

as more and more companies adopt the kind of customization strategies illustrated
in this case? Explain your answer.
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2. Select a product or industry (other than the ones featured here) for which, in your

view, product customization is impractical and where traditional nWket segmenta-

tion and targeting are more applicable. Explain your answer.

Case Two: Whole Foods Market
versus FreshDirect.com
Whole Foods Market is a supermarket chain with less than two-hundred stores sell-
ing healthy, gourmet products such as organic vegetables, free-range poultry, foods
without artificial ingredients or hydrogenated fats, and many environment-friendly
products such as nonpolluting detergents and chlorine-free diapers. The company
began in the 1970s as a natural-food store that catered to hippies. Through the pur-
chase of small health-food stores in major cities, the company gained more exposure
and access to distribution channels for natural foods. During the late 1980s and the
1990s, the company's growth was fueled by the upsurge in Americans' desirefor
healthy living and their interest in gourmet cooking: Whole Foods does very little
advertising but receives constant free media exposure because it is often mentioned
in popular TV series, praised by celebrities on talk shows, and featured in news-
papers and magazines as a business success story. The company educates consumers
about foods, provides recipes, and even arranges trips where customers meet with
local fishermen. Its supermarket cashiers and stock personnel receive education
about foods and earn above-average wages. Whole Foods' prices are significantly
higher than products in traditional supermarkets because the keys to Its profitability
are higher-profit margins for products that traditionally yield slim margins, and much
larger per-square-foot sales than those of conventional supermarkets. But, as the
company's CEO pointed out, Americans spend far less of (heir income on food than
other nations and that's why most of it doesn't taste very good; if they want to Cat
higher-quality foods, they have to pay for them. In 205, Whole , Foods stated its plans

to double the number of its stores by 2015.
FreshDirect.com is an online grocer operating in New York City since 1.002 that

delivers both fresh and processed foods and other perishable and non perishable gro.

ccries, ordered by customers online via user-friendly shopping list software. The fresh
foods are prepared and the orders are assembled in a single facility, and the company
uses computers and sophisticated, highly automated assembly and delivery tools. The
orders are delivered to thousands of customers during specified "time windows," which
are very difficult to keep because of New York's heavy and unpredictable traffic pat-
terns. Learning from the mistakes of long-gone, online grocers, the company offers a lint-
ited selection of products, but its meat and seafood orders are freshly prepared.
FreshDirect has plans to expand even before becoming profitable. The keys to the com-
pany's success are increasing the number of its subscribers and ensuring that customers
order consistcntly, reducing its operating costs through more powerful technology and
automation, and maintaining the accuracy of the orders and the delivery periods.
Generally, customers have been satisfied with the quality of the products, although occa-
sionally, the quality of the meats, seafood, and fresh produce fell below the expectations
of some customers. Unlike Whole Foods. FreshDirect does not specialize in organic
foods but carries a line of such items and its prices are comparable and sometimes lower
than those in cons entional supermarkets.

Questions
"Although very different, Whole Foods and FreshDirect arc both successful because

the y understand consumer behavior and effectivel y cater to customers' needs."

Discuss this statement.
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2, How do the emergence and operations of each company illustrate applications of
the marketing concept?

3 Please identify, describe. and compare the challenges that each companY faces as it

tt ies to expand.

oures: Mary Raitt Jordan, Wholc Foods Plans Bigger, More Stores across Country."
ourntet News Jul y 2005, 18-20: Renuka Ravasam, "Whole Foods Shuns Ads. Sells

Lifest y le: Spending Sparin2lv on Nlarketiwz. Grocer Thrives b y Creating a Shopping
Experience Austin American Statentan, July 10, 2005, J  Daniel McGinn. "The Green
1achine'A'eu'sweek, March 21,2005. E-l2:Jon Springer,"ew FreshDirect Chair Says

110 A 'Pos,ibilit y '." Supermarket News. June 6. 2005, 1 Carol S. Mar ganti, "Swim
)itfcrent." Food Logistics. Ma y 15, 2005, 20-27: Jane Black, "Online at the Grocer's,"
'emc York Magazine Online. October 14, 2002: Larry Dignan. "FteshDirect: Ready to
)elivcr." Baseline. February 2004: Busiecs tt's'ek Online, "Joe Fedele, FreshDirect,"
cptember 29, 2003.



Chapter Two

Consumer Research

Case One: Using Secondary Data
in Targeting Consumers
r	 "he importance and strategic value of secondary data are discussed in the text.

Today, thanks to technology, high-quality secondary marketing data are readily
. available to marketing studcnts and educators. For example, Mediamark

Research Inc. is a well-known provider of specialized, syndicated secondary data
describing the audiences of selected media. 'The company also prov!des online access to
some of its data through its MRI + service.

In this hands-on case, we would like you to use some of Mediamark's secondary
data. First, in order to use the data, you must register (for free) with Mediamark at
www.inriplus.com .

After you register and your user Status is activated, sign in and go to 'Create
Reports."Then, under "Pocketpieces," select"MRI —Magazine Pocketpiece." Cheek all
of the data categories in the "Select Data to Display" window. Then select up to jive
magazines that you read or are familiar with and generate Pocketpiece Reports for
them. You can then download these reports as Excel files.

Then obtain recent copies of the magazines for which you selected the MRI reports
and make a list of all the products and brands featured iii fuilpage ads in these publica-
tions. You now have the two sets of data needed to complete this case study.

Questions
1. In general, are the products prominentl y advertised in each magazine consistent or

inconsistent with the magazine's MRI audience profile? Explain your answers,

2. Rather than relying oil 's data, should the marketers of the products you
selected collect their own data about the audiences of magazines in which they want
to advertise their offerines'? Wh y or wh y not? In your answer, he sure to describe
the advantages and limitations of relying on secondary research data in making
strategic marketing decis:oits.
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Case Two: Wal-Mart Knows Its Customers
Wal-Mart is the world's Iarest reLiter. In thc.United States, the company has 3,600
stores visited by approxunatetv 11)0 million customers each week. \Wal-Mart's "ever y-
day low prices' have, in effect. "raised" the incomes of many Americans by providing
more purchase power. The key to Wal-Mart's financial profitability is offering a large
assortment of products under one roof, high turnover, and low inventory, fit order to
ensure that it always has the products that consumers want at a particular place and
time, Wal-Mart monitors the behavior of its customers obsessively. Each sale is tracked
as it occurs and the information from the bar code is used to identify trends and con-
sumption patterns across regions and seasons. On average, there are 120,000 items in a
Wal-Mart store. When the company monitors, say, clothing, it tracks what colors, sizes,
and designs are selling. This information is imnediateIy fed into the supply chain
where those products that are in demand are quickly produced and delivered to the
stores. The compan y also uses this information to satisfy needs that emerge suddenly.
For example, during the very active 2004 hurricane season, Wal-Mart discovered that
the sales of PopTarts and beer greatly increased before a predicted hurricane. Then.
when a hurricane was forecast for a particular area, these and other products that con-
sumers stocked up on before previous hurricanes were quickly shipped to the area to
ensure that no Wal-Mart store ran out of these products. When a store is reaching the
end of its inventory of a popular product, an order is generated and transmitted to the
warehouse and the product is shipped to the store shortly thereafter, The use of infor-
mation technology to monitor customers' purchases continuousl y also gives the cOot-
panv great leverage with its suppliers. Because Val-Mart knows exactly what is being
sold, when and where, it knows what to order and producers of these products compete
for these large orders. Subsequently, the company dictates to producers what it will pay
for these products and, in effect, lowers the profit margins of the producers while
increasing its own. In its quest for more cheaply produced products that will sell at low
prices but in large quantities in the United Slates, many of Wal-Mart's products are
now produced in China. A significant portion of America's trade deficit with China is
due to 'Vat . Mart's operations.

Questions
I. How can Wal-Mart benefit from combining the data it collects with information

about its customers' characteristics (gathered front credit cards and
drivers' licenses, and through cashing their paychecks at Wal-Mart)? What are some

of the privacy issues involved in combining the two sets of data?

2. Like many other consumers. Wal-Mart shoppers knowingly or unknowingly provide

the retailer with extensive personal information. Do you believe that most con-
sumers would knowingly sacrifice their privacy for shopping convenience and lower
prices? Explain your answer.

3. What are some of the negative implications, if any, for the larger society when a
huge company, such as \Val-Mart, amasses extremely large quantities of data about
their customers' consumption behavior?

Soiircea: fl'unthir'. PBS. ''Is Wal-Mart Good for America'.'" Broadcast oil 16,
2004: Constance L. Ha ys, "What Wal-Mart Knows about Customers' I lahits,"
www.nylinies.tom, November 14, 2(K)4.

A
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Chapter Three

Market Segmentation

Case One: Watching M&M's Grow
'n the early '90s M&M added peanut butter and almond varieties, hiuc was intro-

duced in '95 and green in '97. Crispy M&M's made their debut in 1999, and Minis
Mega Tubes in 2000. Now there are Mega M&M's. Not only are they physically

bigger-55 percent larger in size—but they also come in more sophisticated colors
that are designed to appeal to adults. Red will he replaced with maroon, the blue will
now he a blue/gray. and turquoise will replace green. Advertising for this new M&M's
variety retains the humorous flavor of other current M&M's ads, but with more of an
adult edge.

Not all M&M's products have succeeded. For example, as of this writing, you would
probably have a difficult time finding Crispy M&M's in your local supermarket, drug
store, or mass merchandiser. And Minis only account for about $24 million of the brand's
more than $500 million in annual sales.

Questions
1. Do you think that it was a good segmentation strategy for M& M's to develop a new

version targeting adults?

2. Would NUM's be better off pursuing a mass-marketing approach?

Source: Stephanie Thompson, "M&M's Gain Weight, Get New Dye Job," Advertising
Age (June 6,2005): S.
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Case Two: Growing the Airwalk Market
Airwalk sells shoes and clothing to skateboard enthusiasts, which could be construed as
a niche market. The company's newest advertising campaign, though, targets both
extreme and mainstream consumers, is hoped that its message will communicate "cool"
o both groups. Indeed, the company' aim is "to be the coolest brand that talks to the

mainstream consumer," while also attracting the skateboard enthusiast. It is believed
that while many people have never stepped onto a skateboard, they want the indcpen-
dcncc and the rebellious spirit that is provided by action sports. As the Creative director
for the campaign has commented, "We want to position this brand as the primary brand

that attracts these people to get into that world."
The images presented in the advertisements featuic the boarding lifestyle,

rather than skateboard action shots, and will appear in music and action sports
publications. The only copy in these ads will be "www.airwalk.com ." So while the

advertisements might appear to have a narrow focus, in reality, the company is aiming

at a broad market.

Question
1 To which VALS segment (or segments) d0 you feel this Airw,itk advertising cain-

paign will especially appeal!

Source: Sandra O'Loughlin.-Air-walk Grabs a 'Cool' Ride," Brandweek, May 2,2005, 14.



Chapter Four

Consumer Motivation

Case One: The Product Collection.
at New Product Works

T

hc essence of the marketing concept is understanding consumer needs and devel-
oping products that meet these needs effectively. And yet, every year, scores of
new products are withdrawn from the market soon after their introduction; many

other products also "fail" when their sales fall short of providing the re'.iiues needed
both to cover their development costs and to generate profits. Clearly, understanding
consumer needs is a complex issue.

Most of the new products introduced, including failed products, fall within
the product categories sold in supermarkets—such as food, beverage, household
maintenance, personal care, baby care, and other categories. In an effort to pinpoint
causes of product failures in these areas, an organization named New Product
Works maintains a vast collection of food, beverage, household, and personal care
products that were introduced and subsequentl y withdrawn from the marketplace
(see www. newproductworks.com )

The objective of New Product Works is to provide marketplace-based advice to
companies developing new products. The organization's product collection also provides
insights into how misunderstanding consumer needs can lead to the development and
introduction of costly but unsuccessful products.

Questions
1. Visit the online product collection at New Product Works. Go to the "Poll: Hits or

Misses?" link. Rate threc of the new products featured on this link, compare your
ratings to those 01 previous respondents, and explain your ratings in the context of
consumer needs and motivations.

2. Now go to the "Hits & Misses" section (located within the' Poll" section). Scroll
down to "Favorite Failures." Select three of the products featured there and explain
why they failed tt, the context of consumer needs and motivations.

C-9



C-1O Cases

Case Two: Need-Focused Definition of Business
As illustrated in Table 4.!. successful companies define their missions and business
domains in terms of the needs that the satisfy rather than the products that the y cre-
ate. Doing so enables such companies to he in the forefront of searching for new
products and solutions that satisf y consumers needs more effectively than older
products.

Here arc several additional companies whose philosophies illustrate iiecd-fncuscd
definitions of business;

1. IaieI-ek—1,1 wiw.nierck.conr go to About %ieaa.k and then "tlissi,u: Statement.
2. Mont/,lwu—at www.nionhlanc.com go (a, Si:emaj, " anal f/ac,: l'/,iloopIo;
J. la/iowa;	 Jo/i,rom----at %VWV.jflj.COfll go to Our Con,pa,n; ;:v;,/ (inn Our Credo.

Questions
1.(_,o to the s;tC5 listed above and prepare a short sumoiarv of c;ch COIiI!iallVs xisloll

and definition of its business.

2. Based on their Web sites, list the major product lines of each of the three companies.

Then describe how each companvs products stem from its definition of the business
in which it operates.



Chapter Five

Personality and
Consumer Behavior

Case One: Hello Starbucks!
alk several blocks in almost an y cit ., in America and you ' ll pass at least one
Starbucks, if not more. And the same is true for most cities outside of the
United States.The Starbucks empire lias crown to 0.0(10 U.S. outlets and about

2.500 international locations.
For some consumers, Starhucs is an obsession, and the y just cant begin their day

without their cup of Starbucks coffee' In addition, while years ago people used to hang
out at'0e corner candy store, toda y man y people spend considerable time at their local
Starbucks. lucy drink coffee, tea .arid/or other specialty beverages, thc' bring their lap-
top and wirelesslv Connect to the Internet. the y mcci friends to chat, or they meet busi-
ness associates to make deals. IS there an yone in Aiticrica. at least old enough to be in
kindergarten, s ho doesn't know what Starhueks is?

Questions
Since e' ervbodv knows Starbucks. nnss' cc te to winc ucttoItS (if you need an y hdp
with your answers, you night sant to access s ''s . arbiirks.coin ):

I. If Starbucks was a person. describe the person in terms of demographics, personal.
itv. and Iifcstvle characteristics.

If Starhucks was an animal, which animal would it he. and why'?

3. If Starhueks was a color, which color would it he. and why?

If Stzirbucks was a celebrit y (e.e..a ports fi gure, a music or IX star), which celebrity
would it he, and shv? And wh y was visur choice malc or

Source- Data oil 	 numbers obtained I rum w"w.starhi,uks.coin

c-il
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Case Two: It's a Whirlpool, from Schorndorf
Go to anyStore selling top-of-the-line appliances and you'll see a number of brands that
are imported from Germany, such as Miele and Bosch-Siemens. But neither of these com-
panies is the leading exporter of German-made washing machines to the United States.
That accomplishment belongs to Whirlpool. While Whirlpool's top-loading washers are
made in Clyde. Ohio, the front-loaders are made in Germany, where Whirlpool had been
manufacturing front-loaders for the European market before the design caught on in
America (the design has been popular in Europe for many years because it uses less water
and less electricity). Since Whirlpool began importing the washing machines to the
United States, it has sold almost two million of them, at about $1.200 each.

While labor costs at its U.S. plants, including benefits, run $23 an hour, Whirlpool's
labor costs in Germany are $32 an hour. So the front-loaders are not being nianufac-
tured in German y because of lower labor costs. Whirlpool already had a trained labor
force and a factory in German y when it made the decision to market front-loading
washing machines in the United States. To understand the even bigger picture, more
than 40 percent of U.S. imports come from the overseas subsidiaries of U.S. companies.

Questions
I. Considering discussion of consumer ethnocentrism in Chapter 5, how , do you think

most consumers would react if they knew that the Whirlpool front-loading washing
machine iat they were considering was made in Germany?

2. Do you feel that there is really any difference, in a consumer's mind, between a

Whirlpool washing machine and a Bosch washing machine, if it is known that they
both were manufactured in Germany?

So0,c- Louis Uchjtellc. "Globalization: It's Not Just Wages." The New York Times
Jun' L.2005. Cl-Cd.



I Chapter Six

Consumer Perception

Case One: "The Two Billion Dollar Man"

INfl
r. Sidney Frank. 85, has been in the spiritsbusincss most of his adult life, and
understands the importance of marketing, branding, and packaging in creating

.JLa m ystique around products that are very similar to others. In 1997. Mr. Frank
decided to start importing vodka made in France. since man y vodkas from European
countries had taken significant market share from Russia —the largest exporter of vodka
at one lime. Mr. Frank decided to call the new product Grey Goose—a name that he
had used years earlier for air German wine that flopped. Grey Goose
vodka was made of water from French springs filtered through limestone, and came in
elegant-looking, narrow frosted-glass bottles that were packaged in wooden boxes, like
expensive French wines, It was positioned as a premium vodka and cost wa y more than
other vodkas. So, naturally.consumers assumed that it was the best, and the product was
an instant hit.

Although Grey Goose still has only a small niche and market share in the vodka
market, in 2004 Bacardi, one of the world's largest producers of spirits, bought the Grey
Goose brand from Mr. Frank for $2.3 billion. So. seven years after he had made up a new
brand of vodka from thin air. Mr. Frank became "Fhe'I\vo Billion Dollar Man"

Questions
1. List and describe three aspects of consumer perception that are illustrated b' the

success of Gre Goose Vodka.

Think of another beverage and develop a concept for a premium brand in that pro-
due" category, ineludijie the orsiduc: Its name, packaging, advertising theme, and
price. Explain the rationale for your product category selection and the design of
Your concept for the new brand.

Sources: Frank J. I'riai. ''The Seller of the c;onse 'PIta t Laid a Golden Ego."
wwss.il y tinics.corn. January 1. 2005; Steven Stevenson, "The Cocktail Creationisi." Ni
Magazine Online, January 10. 2005.

2.
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Case Two: A Movie or One LONG Commercial?
As new technology enables consumers to skip more and more commercials, marketers

are increasingly turning to product placements (also termed "branded entertainment").
These terms and their ethical implications are discussed in the chapter. While we are very
much used to seeing products and brands prominently featured within the storylines of
novies and TV programs. critics complain that some movies are more focused on the
products placed within them than oil toryline. In Disney's movie, Herbie: Fully

Loaded, the main character says she will . kill for Tropicana orange juice, and is always
wearing her Goodyear cap. The cable network ESPN.(owned by Disney) is part of the
story line. Reporters criticized the movie for featuring an unreasonably large umber of
brands, while sonic maintained that a promotion was included in virtually every frame.
The movies creators claimed that since the movie's storyline is centered around a
journa list -turned-Nascar-driver. and since Nascar has commercial ties to many products,

placing man y products in the film was needed to maintain the movie's authenticity and
were also needed to obtain Nascar's support for the film, which could not have been
done without It.

Questions
1. Have you noticed an increase in product placements in movies and TV programs?

Explain your answer.

Z. What are the ethical implications of product placements in the context ol consumer

perception'?

1. Good product placements are "seamlessl y  integrated into a movies or TV pro.

gram's storvlinc. List and describe one movie or TV program that you recall seeing

in which there was a good lit between the product placed and the storvlrn. and one

example in which the lit was not Si' i'OO&l.

Source: RosN Johnson. " Prod oct Place merit for the Whole la tin y : ' 77ic Nens y ,, j

Jul' 6. 2(11)5. ES.



[Chapter Sevenj

Consumer Learning

Case One: The Dental Care Aisle of Confusion
timulus geicrilization is one of the outcomes of consumer learning. It enables
marketers to extend the number of product versions and tointroduce new forms of
products under existing brand names that are strongl y recognized and favored by

consumers. However, such extensions. designed to provide more choice 10 consumers.
sometimes result in consumer confusion and frustration. For example, in stores' toothcare
aisles, consumers must choose among scores of toothpastes providing different benefits
(e.g.. tartar control. special benefits for sensitive teeth, control of gum disease) that arc
offered in different forms (e.g.. paste. gel, in combination with mouthwash) and in almost
any conceivable flavor, and packaged in several different wa ys. In addition to toothpastes
that offer bright smiles and perfectl y white teeth, there are many whitening products in the
forms of strips gels, and liquids (each with its own method of appltcation).Thcre are also
many versions of manual toothbrushes in different sizes, designs, and bristle strengths.
There arc electric toothbrushes and teeth-cleaning "systems." And, there are now many
versions of dental floss. In addition. consumers can now engage in ..o(htgo oral care' by
using Brush Ups—a disposable combination of toothpaste and toothbrush head that fit on
one's finger (the finger is the "handle" for the provided head).

Almost all of the toothpastes and rchatcd products are offered hs either Crest or
Colgate—two highl y successful brands that have been competing with one another for
decades. Facing saturated markets and competition, the two brands recognized the
strategic value of stimulus generalization. Using the consumers' strong and favorable
associations with the terms Crest and Colgate. the two brands have been trying to get
consumers to use more toothpaste and households to bu y more than a single version of
the product by offering them  seemingly endless arra y of ways to care for their teeth.
However, the result is often consumer confusion and frustration. First, consumers must
decide which toothpaste is right for them.Thcn, the y must find it in shelves crowded with
many versions. and uoine so takes time. Since stores cannot carry all of the versions all
the time, they often alternate the toothpaste items carried and, at ttmes, consumers may
he unable to purchase the :r preferred sersions of toothpaste in the stores where the'
regularl y shop. There is also the anxiet y that one is missing out on something b y being
hrand . loval to a particular brand or flavor while all the new and ''exciting' toothpastes
are coming out. Regarding the iisinnilv popular teeth whiteners. some point out that
toothpastes are nre,idv designed to keep teeth both white and clean and that extensive
use of 'whiteners, induced b y hc quest for a perfect smile. ma y damage the enamel of
tect ii and dental crowns. So, it seems that si niulus generalization mac lead marketers

a path that results in consumer confusion.

Questions
1. Do the strategic hcncftts of stimulus generalization outweigh its possible disadvan-

ages in strategic marketing'.' Explain your answer.

c-is
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2. How can the marketers of Crest and Colgate decrease consumer confusion regard-
ing toothpastes and related oral hygiene products?

3. Discuss the issue of the vast array of oral hygiene products with a few of your
peers and find out how many have experienced "consumer confusion" or were
unable to find casily their preferred products. On the basis of these talks, discuss
how you, as the marketer, would promote brand extensions while minimizing

consumer confusion.

Source; Stacey Schiff, "One Nation with Niches for All," The New York Times, June 11,
2005.A13;AlanaTugcnd,"Siflile.YOU'rC in the Dental Care Aisle." The New York Times.

August 0, 2005.

Case Two: Does Observational Learning
Cause Obesity?
For years, Americans believed that children learn and olten imitate what the y sec on TV
and expressed concern regarding the negative impact of TV on children's behavior.
Increases in violent crime have been partially attributed to the once-widespread depic-
tion of sex and violence onl'V: as a rcsuli.TV programmers have curtailed showing such
behaviors. The characters featured on TV no longer smoke or drink alcohol because
these products are not advertised oil mostl y because of their potcfltiai. negative
impact on children. In sitcoms and dramas, the 'good guys" alwa ys will at the end and

characters always end up doing 'the right thing." even in storvlincs where opposite
actions or outcomes appear to be more likely, in order to conve y the 'right values" to
young viewers. Now, many attribute the growing rates of obesity and associated illnesses
among children and teenagers to the overconsumption of high-calories and high-fat
foods that critics complain are the results of the heavy promotion of foods to children.
Indeed, advertisers spend about $10 billion a year and most of the items advertised are

high in fat and sugar hut low i n nutrition. In fact, several countries have alread y either

banned or restricted the advertising of foods to children. Influential consumer advocacy
groups have called for restricting the advertising of "junk foods" oil in movie place-
ments. and in schools, and it appears likel y that a bill giving the Federal Tradc
Commission more effective power to regulate advertising to children will he introduced
in Congress. In addition, several individuals have sued food companies for causnig their
obesit y or obesity-related health problems.

Recognizing these concerns and facing legal restrictions on their advertising to chil-
dren, some fast-food companies e l iminated the "super-size" servings from their menus,
started offering and advertising more vegetable and fruit products, and began stressing
the importance of ph ysical activity in their commercials. The marketers of mnior brands

of soft drinks voluntaril y stopped marketing full-calorie carbonated drinks in elemen-
tarv schools and are developing healthier soft drinks. Food and restaurant companies arc
also pursuing legislation that will prevent consumers from suing them on the grounds
that long-term consumption of their foods resulted in health problems. It is obvious that
marketing foods to children has many negative results, and that societal concerns will

result in changes, voluntar y or mandated, in the wa ys food companies target the oun.

Questions
1. Do you believe that the government, rather than parent: onk, should regulate the

consumption behavior of children? Why or wh y not? please list alt the examples you
can think of where laws and regulations affect what children can or cannot consume.

or how the y must use certain products.
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2. Some maintain that it is strictly up to parents to determine what their children eat
and to educate them about food products, and that food marketers should not he
blamed for child obesity. They feel that advertising food to children is a First
Amendment right. Others say that parents cannot effectively compete with the
heavy advertising of foods to children and the widespread presence of "junk foods,"
and that children are likely to pick up bad eating habits regardless of what parents
might try to teach them. Therefore, the advertising of foods to children must be
regulated. Which position do you agree with and why?

3. Some schools now forbid parents to include such items as cookies or soft drinks in
their children's lunch boxes. Thinking back to the time when you were in primary
school and middle school, do you wish that such school regulations would have been
in place'? Explain your answer,

Sources: Marian Burros, "It'd Be Easier if Sporigebob Were Hawking Brocolli,"
www.n y limes,com, January 12, 2005; Melanie Warner, "You Want Any Fruit With That
Big Mac?" www.nytimes.com , February 20, 2005; Nat Ives, "McDonald's Says it's Time
to Exercise," www.nytimes,com, March 92005; Melanie Warner, "Guidelines Are Urged
in Food Ads for Children," www.nytinIes.com , March 17, 2005: Melanie Warner, "The
Food Industry Empire Strikes Back," www.nytimes.com , July 7,20005; Bloomberg News,
"Soda Makers Widen a Ban on School Sales," www,nutiznes,corn, August 18, 2005.



chapter Eight

Consumer Attitude
Formation and Change

Case One: The Not-So-Extreme Sport
wasn't that long ago that skateboarding was considered to be an extreme sport—

some have even called it the "ultimate outlaw road sport." To quote a line from
A. Sony's new film that deals with southern California skateboarders in the mid-1970s,
"Everywhere we go, man, people hate us." In its early days, skateboarding was banned by
many communities and embraced by participants for its "go-to-hell attitude."

But times have changed, and skateboarding, once a sport for bad boys, is the new
Little League. In fact, today it's about as counterculture as yoga. Parents have
embraced the sport for their children, and there are now rules about safety. Some par-
ents have even taken up skateboarding as it wa y to bond with their children.
Skateboarding has recently been characterized as being "more fun and better orga-
nized than Little League," and there are now about 2,000 skateboarding parks located
throughout the United States, with about 1,000 more in the development stage. Even
some churches are backing the sport by building skate parks, and, yes, June 21 has been
established as National Skateboard Day.

Today's skateboarders are typically polite and friendly, and are willing to skate-
board where helmets are required, rather than on the street (which can result in a fine).
For some teens, "it's a fashion thing," even if they don't skateboard. Last year, $4.4 billion
was spent on "soft goods" related to skateboarding, such as T-shirts, shorts, and sun-
glasses, while actual skateboarding equipment, such as boards and helmets, had sales of
$809 million.

Question

On the basis of the Theory of Reasoned Action presented in c:Illlpter 8, how would
you explain the 180'degrec shift in attitudes about skateboarding that has occurred
over the past 30 years?

Source: Damien Cave. "Dogtown, U.S.A .."The New York 1'inies, June 12, 2005,
Section 9. 1-6.
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Case Two: Rebates with Attitude
To attract potential consumers into automobile showrooms. GM. Chrysler. and Ford
have each used buyers rebates and other promotions estimated to he about $4,000 per
vehicle. in contrast, rebates and promotions from European auto brands are averaging
about $2,300, and Asian brands are offering about $1 ,700 per vehicle. Compared to a
year ago, this represents an increase of 8.9 percent for domestic and Asian brands, and a
decrease of 15 percent for European brands.

A component of the current promotions employed by the three major domestic car
companies is a one-price approach. GM started the bail rolling with their "GM
Employee Discount for Everyone" promotion, and Ford followed with its "Ford Family
Plan," and Chrysler followed with its "Employee Pricing Plus." Rather than haggling
with the car dealer over price, the consumer is expected to walk into the dealership and
accept the price that employees of the car manufacturer would pay if they were purchas-
ing the vehicle.

Questions
1. Since these rebates and other promotional programs are expensive for the manu-

facturers, how could they develop an exit strategy within the framework of the
attitude-toward-the-ad model presented in the chapter?

2. In terms of consumers' attitudes, should automobiles be sold using a one-price
approach? Why or why not?

Source; Bradley Johnson," 'Discount' Ploy Could Bite Detroit," Advertising Age, July

11,2005,1-31



Chapter Ninel

Communication and
Consumer Behavior

Case One: The Impact of Blogs

W

ebLogs or blogs are consumer-controlled electronic postings on the
Internet where consumers describe their experiences and express their
opinions, including criticisms and reviews of products, service providers,

films, TV shows, travel, and virtually any topic one can think of. In many cases, mar-
keters can now gather consumer feedback more accurately and quickly than ever
before and respond to it. For example, traditionally, TV shows have exemplified
impersonal, mass, commercially driven programming. Much like a book or a movie,
such programming arose without significant input from the audience—the receivers
of the communication. Only after a one-way electronic dissemination did others ana-
lyze, critique, rate, and review the programming. Generally, Nielsen ratings have been
used to gauge the "success" of TV programs and determine the advertising rates for
various broadcasts. Until the arrival of the Internet, the unidirectional nature of tele-
vision remained pretty much unchanged. Viewers may have "talked back" to their
television sets, but the producers never heard them. Now they do, and they listen with
increased attentiveness.

Internet Web sites such as Televisionwithoutpity.com  ("TWoP") closely track,
discuss, summarize, grade, criticize, and occasionally compliment approximately
35 television shows weekly. Though such discussions may have taken place infor-
mally, TW0P offers a centralized location that vast numbers of people can virtually
visit immediately after or even during a broadcast to discuss their views about a par-
ticular show. Because the viewers who post their comments about such shows repre-
sent a much larger number of viewers, the producers of such shows in turn care about
these Viewers' comments and they now monitor them to get a sense of what the view-
ers are thinking. Because television production generally occurs several weeks prior
to a broadcast, television producers can and have changed yet-to-be-broadcast pro-
gramming to address concerns expressed by viewers' TWoP postings. Not only can
programmers now receive an enormous amount of feedback but also much of this
feedback is almost instantaneous. There are a number of instances where storylines
of TV programs were adjusted in a way that reflected the criticisms and opinions
of viewers.

Questions
In terms of source credibility, how would you assess thu effectiveness of reviews of a
TV program posted on TWoP versus a teview of the same program in a magazine or
a newspaper?

3S-.
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2. After examining several blogs on TWoP give five examples that provide useful
information to the respective marketers who may want to adjust their programs.
Explain why.

3. Please identify and describe the disadvantages of blogs from the marketers'
perspective.

Case Two: Is Targeting the "Right"
Audience Always Right?
In marketing most consumer products, the audiences targeted by marketers' persuasive
communications are the consumers or potential buyers of these products. In some cases,
like prescription drugs, the targeted audience used to be the doctors who prescribe these
medications, not the patients who are the final consumers of these products. But in 1997,
the Food and Drug Administration allowed the pharmaceutical industry to advertise
directly to consumers, an action that provided these marketers with an additional audience
to target. Since then, consumers have been bombarded with ads for such disorders as erec-
tile dysfunction, depression, and high cholesterol, stating that "if you have such and such
symptoms then this drug is for you." Of course, all ads included the standard disclaimer
that "this is a prescription medication and the final decision whether it is right for you is up
to your doctor." Print ads listed the risks associated with using the medications, usually in
the bottom of the ads and in much smaller print than the advertising copy itself. TV ads
generally portrayed healthy and active individuals who have either taken the drug or weri
the kind of person who, in spite of appearing healthy, may have a health problem, such as
high cholesterol. Typically, in these ads, the list of risks are cited at the end of the commer-
cial by a soothing voice calmly listing the sometimes fatal results that the medication may
cause. The initial introduction of a medication in TV ads is usually followed by 15-second
reminder ads portraying the product and reminding consumers that it is still around.

Until 1997, pharmaceutical companies spent relatively little money on marketing
prescription medications since the audiences for such promotions were primarily doctors
and other healthcare providers who were exposed to ads promoting prescription drugs in
professional magazines and conferences. But, since 1997, pharmaceutical firms have
drastically increased their advertising spending, and—like any marketer facing a com-
petitive marketplace with many similar products—used highly skilled advertising agen-
cies to position and advertise their products. Since people are generally concernod
with their ph ysical well-being, consumers responded to the ads. Many consumers self-
diagnosed themselves according to the "instructions" in the ads and, then flocked to their
doctors to ask for the advertised medications by name. In numerous cases, people con-
sumed medications they did not truly need or used prescription drugs for problems that
could have been treated with over-the-counter medications. The direct-to-consumer
advertising also increased the rate of new drug introductions and, in some cases, like
Vioxx—a once-popular painkiller—sometimes fatal side effects were discovered only
after the medication had been on the market for years. In other cases, the FDA discov-
ered unsubstantiated advertising claims where the risks of using the drugs were mini-
mized or not clearly stated. It has become rapidly clear that marketing drugs directly to
consumers is not in the consumers' best interests and it appeared imminent that the gov-
ernment was going to step in and regulate such advertising. To fend off such action, an
industry group representing most pharmaceutical companies announced self-regulatory
guidelines for future direct-to-consumer ads of prescription medications,

Questions
I. "The key to effective communications is reaching an audience with the right per-

suasive message. Direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription drugs has been

38-B
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effective because the marketers of these products understood that people are con-
cerned about their health, and so designed messages that addressed these concerns
effectively and persuaded consumers to seek the applicable products." Please evalu-
ate this statement in the context of this case.

'2. The self-regulatory guidelines mentioned above include: (1) the elimination of
15-second reminder ads that do not have enough time to both promote a drug and
list its risks; (2) submit all ads to an FDA review before they are used; and (3) after
introducing a new drug, take the time to educate the doctors about it before launch-
ing a consumer campaign. Do you believe that these measures will resolve the prob-
lems of marketing medications directly to consumers? Why or why not?

3. Do you believe that the government should regulate the marketing of prescription
drugs to consumers? Explain your answer.

Sources: Barry Meier and Stephanie Saul, "Marketing of Vioxx: How Merck Played
Game of Catch-Up," www.nytimes.com , February 11,2005; Amy Barrett, "A New Rx
for Drug Pitches," www.businesswek.com , June 16, 2005; Stephanie Saul, "A.M.A. to
Study Effect of Marketing Drugs to Consumers," www.nytimes.coili, June 22, 2005;
Stephanie Saul, "Drug Makers to Police Consumer Campaigns," www.nylinies.com ,
August 3, 2005.



Chapter Tent

Reference Groups
and Family Influences

Case One: Keeping Up with the Joneses

F

inland, like the United States, is a wealthy country. Its economy is open -providing
consumers a wide variet y of choices when it conies to consumer products. What
sets Finland apart, though, is that the country keeps very detailed records about

its citizens—including everything from the ages, sex, and incomes of people living
in the same household, the amount they spend annually on commuting, and vehicle
purchases

Consider this: Researchers have determined that when a Finnish household
buys a new car, the odds that one of that household's nearest 10 neighbors will
purchase the same brand vehicle during the next week and a half increases by
86 percent!

Question
1. What factors contained in Chapter 10 might be used to explain this phenomenon?

Source: David Lconhardt. "See the New Car in the Jones's Driveway? You May Soon Be
Driving One Just Like It," The New York Times, June 13, 2005, CS.
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Case Two: Here's the DVD, Now Please
Pass the Popcorn
Movie theater attendance has been .wri for three of the past five years (in number of
attendees), and the film studios arc s ondertng whether it reflects a rash of had movies or
if it's something wore significant. '['here's no doubt that more and more people are
choosing to stay at home, and the Holl ywood studios today make more on DVD sales
and licensed products than they do on movie theater showings. Not Onl y are digital video
recorders (e.g.. TiVo) and video-on-demand movies keeping people at home, but high-
definition TV and multichannel sound systems bring a movie-theater-quality visual and
audio experience into a consumer's home.

Some U.S. consumers feel that there are very few movies that are worth going to a
theater to see, and believe that quality has declined over the past few years. Additionally.
some of the time that a person used to spend at the movie theater is toda y taken up by
playing video games, indeed, for some consumers, playing video games has replaced
going with friends to a movie theater. And having a large-screen HDTV set at home with
a multichannel sound system means no driving or parking hassles at the theater, and
no lines to wait on. And you can pause the movie for a bathroom break or to deal with a
dying child.

Over the past five years, movie theater box office receipts rose 5.3 percent. In con-
trast, video games were up 20.3 percent, and time spent watching cable and satellite TV
were up 31.3 percent. Also, time spent oil 	 Internet rose 76.6 percent.

Question
1. Within the context of the consumer socialization of children, adult consumer social-

ization, and intergenerational socialization (all discussed in Chapter 10). how do

You suppose that the increased at-home viewing of movies on DVD will impact the
typical American family?

Source: Laura M. Holson, 'With Popcorn, DVDs and TiVo, Moviegoers Are Staying
Home," The New York Times. May 27, 2005,Al & C3.
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Social Class and
Consumer Behavior

Case One: Will the Real Costco Shopper
Please Stand Up!

C1993 ,
ostco Wholesale, the warehouse membership outlet. is the fifth largst retailer
in the United States. Founded in Seattle in 1983.and merged with Price Club in

 the company now runs 457 stores. While most of its locations are in the

United States, the company operates outlets in Can the United Kingdom, Taiwan,
South Korea, and Japan. Its two largest competitors are Sam's Club (owned by

Wal-Mart) and BJ's Wholesale Club (started by Zayrcs).
Because it is a membership club, the 44.6 million Costco consumers each pay

$45 a year, and small businesses pay $100 annually. Each location stocks approxi-
mately 4.000 types of items, but only a few brands or versions of each. For example.
Costco may stock only four brands of toothpaste. while a typical Wal-Mart may carry
60 brands and sizes of toothpaste, and over 100.000 different types of items.

Costco attempts to keep prices low, to make it impossible for another retailer to
offer the same merchandise for less. Ii cir cardinal rule is that no branded item can be
marked up more than 14 percent, and no private-label item by more than 15 percent. As
a comparison, supermarkets often use a 25 percent markup. and department stores typi-

cally mark up merchandise by 50 percent or more.

Question
1. From what you already know about Costco (if YOU are already a Costcu customer).

and/or from what you can glean from the company's Web site (www.costco.com
), "flat

social classes in America would you consider tube Coicu cuStOiflCiS?

Source; Steven Greenhouse. 'How ('ostco	 aiae the Anti-Mari." 1/ic New York

runes, Jul y 17, 2(X)5. Section 3, 1 & 8.
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Case Two: $30,000 for a Hyundai—
Are You Kidding?

For the 200 model year. Fl y undai introduced its Azera sedan, complete with uxurygoodies and a lU- year warranty, and aimed squarely at royoia Avalon and Nissan
Maxima drivers. While many of its dealers were asking for a pickup truck, I-rvundajs
Korean esccutjves wanted the cachet of offering Consumers art upscale car. The A,era is
part of Hyundai's plan to sell one million vehicles in the United Slates b y 2000,

And the Aiera comes with a lot of upscale features, including eight air bags, five-speed
automatic transmission, it V6 265 horsepower engine, stability control, premium sound
system, rain-sensing wipers, and telescoping Steering wheel.'lliat's a lot of car for the money

Will the Azera appeal to American consumers? Bu yers have thus far resisted spend-
ing over $70.000 for the Volkswagen Phaeton, and it could be argued that VW has the
advantage, in the consumers' mind, of "German engineering:' When Hyundai first
started selling cars in the United States about twenty years ago, they were best known
for 'rattletrap econoboxes," But since then they have offered larger, better-made cars, as
well as minivans and SUVs, while keeping their value image.

H yundai feels that the Azcra may be sold via reverse chic—like very weahtry people
who shop at Costco.iese consumers will tell their friends about the great deal their ears
were, and will value the "bargain" the y got.

Questions

I. If you were a member of the H y undai Azera marketing tearti, to which social class
(or classes) would you market the car?

2. Do you think the Azera will succeed in the American marketplace?

Source- Kat ti leen Kerwin "Ffvrindar Takes a Hard Curve iriti i Swank,' lJusim'sv Week,Jul y l, 20ti, 42.

U
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The Influence of Culture
on Consumer Behavior

Case One: Gum for Adults
S

A

merican's favorite snack is chewing gum. with chocolate second, and fresh fruit
third. Indeed, in the $33 billion gum business the emphasis has recently been on
developing new gums for adults. At a recent industry trade show, 86 new gums

were introduced.
While bubble gum has been in a slump since the late 1950s and earl y 1990s, sales of

regular chewing gum are strong, with about two-thirds of Americans using the product.
The use of bolder flavors in all t y pes of food is on the increase, and this is true for gum,
although some analysts wonder Just how much hotter and icier consumers can go.Therc
are also functional gums being sold—sonic gums provide as much caffeine as a cup of
coffee, and a new 'diet' gum contains herbs that are supposed to increase the user's
metabolism. Gum manufacturers also know that gum chewers are fickle, with 60 percent
changing flavors and/or brands on a regular basis.

Why arc adults chewing so much guni? Probabl y the desire br fresher breath is and
always has been the number one reason. But for people who have quit smoking, or are
trying to quit, gum allows them to put something in their mouths other than cigarettes.
Also, many people today are trying to lose or to maintain their weight, and a piece of
gum is certainly lower in calories than a chocolate bar or cookies.

Even classic flavors of gum. like Wrigle y Douhleniint and spearmint, have seen sales
increases. Some immigrant groups view these well-known American gums as a war to
assimilate.

Question
1. Is there an y relationship between adult gum chewing and the core American values

presented in Chapter 12'!

Source: Kim Severson. ''Adults Nosv Grab for Gum, Llhos rig the Children j\side,''T/ic
.\'erv York 7/ntis, June 1 0 , 2005, 22.
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Case Two: Privacy: A New Facet
of American Culture?
For many of us, the Internet is a wonderful tool. It makes it possible to e-mail our friends
and family, helps us hank and pay our bills, compare diffetent brands that we might
consider purchasing, and find the best price for a desired item. But how much of this
"wonderfulness" are we willing to exchange for our personal data?

Marketers want to know who we are, and where we goon the Internet. So, for example,
they 've been installing cookies oil our computers for years. That's why once we've visited
a Web site, the next time we want to click on it its listing is a different color. And if you
increase the security level of your computer so that your PC will not accept cookies, then
chances are that a Web site you want to visit wont let you on.

Google has been particularl y criticized by those with security concerns because of
how it operates its G-mail s ystem. G-mail automaticall y delivers ads to the user, based
on e-mail content. Man y users ae not happy that 000gle is monitoring their c-mad in
order to send them ads, even if, based on e-mail Content, the ads are relevant.

In today's world of identify theft and computer viruses, consumers are resisting
swapping personal information for increased value, whether it is taking place online or
offline. Jupiter Research has found that 58 percent of Internet users say that they have
deleted cookies, with as many as 39 percent claiming to do so monthly. And 28 percent of
Internet users are selectively rejecting third-party cookies, like those placed by online ad
networks. In January 2003, only 3 percent did so.

Question
1. Is personal privacy a new U.S. cultural value.'

Source: Jack Neff. "Are We Too Targeted'?." Advertising Ages Puzizi Magazine,

June 2005. S-Il.
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Subcultures and
Consumer Behavior

Case One: Kraft Woos Asian Americans

A

ccording to Vincent Tarn, director of client services at Admerasia, a New York
based ad agency, "food companies have been slow to target Asian Americans -
they find it daunting and complex that there are so many Asian groups. But as

diverse as we are, we have shared values."
Tam's firm recently won Kraft's Asian business, and is in the process of developing

in-language tint ads aimed at immigrant Chinese-speaking moms that will appear in
Chinese newspapers in Los Angeles and New York. These ads will feature such Kraft
products as (Drees. Ritz. Kraft Barbecue Sauce, Capri Sun, and l'hilly Cream Cheese, and
will do so in "culturally relevant settings' Interestingly, the focus of the campaign is not
to get Chinese-speaking moms to use these products in their own Chinese cooking, but
to teach them how to use Kraft products for Western-st y le meals. As an example, a com-
mon condition among Asians is lactose intolerance, and Tam's research has found that
Chinese-speaking immigrant moms feed their lactose-intolerant children cheese,
because of the calcium that cheese provides.

The president of the Asian American Advertising Federation, Bill Entada. feels that
"Kraft's entry will make a big difference to those food marketers who are on the fence."
This could result in significantly more advertising mone y being channeled to the Asian
American market.

Question
1. Considering the text discussion of Asian American consumers (and a targeted

search of this subcultural market on the Internet), wh y is-this demographic segment
particularly ripe for increased attention?

Source: Soria Reves, "Kraft In Illative Woos Asian American Moms,' Rranila'r'ek,
Jul y 25. 2005, 10.
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Case Two: Sorry, You're Too Old (or Young)
to Buy This Car!
Automobile manufacturers have been creating cars targeted to specific age groups. For
example, the Toyota Matrix, the three versions of the 'Toyota Scion, and the Honda
Element were all designed and targeted to 20-somethings. But targeting a vehicle to a
specific age group, and getting that age group to purchase the car, is not the same thing.

Consider the To yota Matrix, a vehicle whose expected drivers were supposed to

have a median age of 28.8. In realit y , the median age of Matrix drivers is 42.7, almost

50 percent older. Honda anticipated that its Element drivers would average 28.6 years of

age, but, instead, the y are 44.7 years old, on average. Honda has commented that they
designed the Element for IS- to 25-year-old males, with a square design, resembling a big
box —a rolling dorm room with enough space for all of the driver's "stuff." Instead,
though. the Element is being purchased by older hobbyists, families, and businesses, who
appreciatethe vehicle's utility and the fact that it can be hosed out (it has a rubber floor).

Traditional U.S. auto companies are not immune from this problem. The Dodge

Neon was expected to appeal to young drivers with an average age of 22.7. but the real

average age of Neon drivers is almost 40. Pontiac expected that Vibe owners would aver-

age 30 years of age, but they really average almost 50.
In the post. Toyota had tried selling Echos and Matrixes to young people, and the

result of this failure was the establishment of the Scion—a separate brand that employs
unconventional methods to reach its market (e.g., parking a custom version near a hip
night spot, so the "right" people discover it on their own). The company feels that one of

the reasons why its Echo did not appeal to 20-somethings is because it was a Toyota, and

this is the reason why the Scion division was created.

Question
Considering the discussion of age in Chapter 13. how do you explain why vehicles

often targeted to 20-something drivers are being purchased b y drivers who arc con-

siderablv older'?

Source: George R Blumberg. —The Car Is for Kids. But Gramps Is Driving." liii' \'ew York

Thne.c. Jul y 3. 201)5, Section 12. I & 4.
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Cross-Cultural Consumer
Behavior: An International
Perspective

Case One: Cat Food Strategy

A

product that has been a success in one country may not easily find success
in another. For example, consider lams, a premium brand of dog and
cat food sold in the United States. This dry pet food (kibbles) is very high in

animal protein content, which is similar to what dogs and cats would eat in the
wiid. in the United States, the brand has a reputation for being driven by product

innovation.
But the European market for pet foods is different. lams first introduced their cat

food in Europe, and the reception was decidedly cool, in northwest Europe, the cat food
market is dominated by wet food (cans), and in the south there is a reliance on home-
made pet food, such as paste, rice, and table scraps. Additionally, while Jams kibble is
oval-shaped and a dull uniform brown color. European kibble tends to he multicolored,
and sometimes elaborately shaped. Furthermore, although lams believes that cats do not
need variety in their diets, Europeans tend to believe that a variety of foods is best for

their pets.
So what did lams do? The compan y first introduced a "wet" canned version of its

kibbles, but its high price limited its sales. And its kihbles were not selling well because
European cat owners disliked the packagu's stark design. Clearly, it was time for lams to

change tactics.
The company felt that the best way to stop competing with existing brands of cat

food and to get its health claims across to European cat owners was to distribute its
brand only through pet stores and veterinarians. lams also enlisted the help of other
influentials, such as breeders. Endorsement of these knowledgeable individuals per-
suaded many pet owners to select the Jams brand for their pet, and, despite its high price,
to stick with the brand for the pet's entire life.

Questions
I. What was lams initial mistake?

2. What lessons can be learned from the lams experience?

.Soerce: Sicco Van Ge Ider,  G lobal Brand St ra teiv.'' /lrwti/ AIa,iwi'niemi(, 12, September

2004,39-48.
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Case Two: Would Mickey Mouse Eat
Shark's Fin Soup?
Controversy started brewing at 1-long Kong Disne y land even before the park opened in
Elie fall of 2005. At Disney theme parks around the world, weddings and wedding recep-
tions are a profitable business. Disney is planning to offer shark's fin soup as an option
oil 	 reception menus at Hong Kong Disneyland.

Clearly, Disney wants to show its appreciation for Chinese traditions, and claims
that it is doing nothing more than following local standards— the dish is considered an
essential part of a Chinese wedding banquet, and can he pricc1at up to $150 at the best
restaurants. However, environmental groups from all over the world are up in arms over
the prospect of Disney serving this soup. which points out a difference hetwecit Chinese
and Western traditions.

Although shark's fill has been it Chinese favorite for 2(X) years, some environ-
mental groups are concerned that China's increasing wealth has led to a greater appetite
for rare species. For example, I long Kong authorities recently stopped a shipment
of 1,800 freeze-dried penguins that were being smuggled into mainland China. Sonic
animal advocates are afraid that down the road entire species could be threatened. 	 -

Question
• As a member of the top management team 'at the Walt Disney ('ornpattv do you

keep or delete shark's fill SOUP fron t
 wedding ha riquel litenu at Hong Kong

Disneyland?

Source.- Keith Bradsher,"Chinese Delicacy Has Disne y itt 'lhrhulerit Waters" lire Nerr' ),rk
Thnea, June 17, 2005, ('I & C7.
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Consumer Influence
and the Diffusion
of Innovations

Give the Kid a Cell Phone

C

ellular telephone providers are now realizing that they've made a mistake. For years,
they assumed that many teens and college students could not afford to subscribe to
postpaid cellular services, and so they pushed prepaid cellular to this group. Wrong!

The major cellular telephone companies have finally come to understand that
members of the younger generation possess three characteristics that marketers want:
(1)they have disposable income, (2) they have grown up with technology, and (3) they
view the cellular phone as their No. 1 possession. Still further, young adults (age 18
to 34) are two or three times more likely to also use services such as e-mail, news and
text alerts, all of which produce additional revenue for the cellular phone company. Just
think of all the photographs that teens take with their cellular phones, and all of the ring
tones that they pay to download.

Questions
1. Considering the teenage and college student market segments, what other features

can cellular telephone companies offer these groups over the next five to ten years?

2. What role will innovators and opinion leaders play in this era of new cell phone
enhancements?

Sources: Alice Z. Cuneo, "Wireless Services Get Wakeup Call from Youth." Advertising
Age, June 6,2005,16; and Ian Rowley, "$5,000? Sure. Put It on My Cell Phone," Business

Week, June 6, 2005,56.
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Case Two: We Have a Relationship—We Blog!
As a way to enhance relationships with customers, e-tailers are beginning to test Web
logs (blogs). Onime merchants feel that their blogs will give their C-stores more of a per-
sonality, and will get customers to rcurn to their Web sites even when they are not in the
mood to shop.

For example, eHobbies is a small company with 25 employees. On its new blog it
posts photographs of employees and photos taken at trade shows. The firm believes that
its blog helps humanize" the company by showing that it is "a company of hobbyists,"
who in many ways are just like their customers.

But there can be problems with a company having a blog. One difficulty is how do
you keep the customer front from the store Web site (where he or she can pur-
chase meichandise) to the blog, and then not returning to the store's site? After all, most
blogs contain links to other articles on the Web. Another issue is that some customers
might not like the language used on the blog or might not appreciate a scorching review
or comment.

Perhaps the most controversial company with a blog is GoDaddycom, a firm offer-
ing inteptet domains and hosting services. On its blog, the company's owner, Bob
Parsons, offers his thoughts on a lot of different topics, and often his comments are highly
opinionated. While this is enough for some -individuals who visit this blog to never
return, Mr. Parsons feels that his blog lets his company become more to consumers than
Just "some name with a URL on the Internet," and also lets people "understand why we
do things the way we do them."

Question
I. How do you think blogs fit into the diffusion process that you read about in

Chapter 35?

Source: Bob Tedeschi, "Yes, You Sell Sweaters, hut Should You Reall y IJIug About It ?"
The New York Times, July 4, 2005, CO.



Chapter Sixteen

Consumer Decision
Making and Beyond

Caes One: Deciding on Satellite Radio

J
t seems hat since the birth of satellite radio th 	 beencc have been	 in;itwo cuctlng
staliunS- - Xs1 and Sirius. While one has a contraci / ith Howard Stern, the other

. c:iriics major eagee baseball games-and the y both offer 24/7 commercial-tree
a:: 	 as programming that does include commercials (e.g., the weather and

cfic	 .anrei).
'sai kcters ieye that there are several reasons why satellite radio will became an

inrtait a.Jvertisng riiediurn. One reason is cost - a 30-second spot on XM may cost as
little as 2 toi, Jepending on audience size, may cost much, much inure). Also, satellite
radio allows an advertiser like Subaru to run different Spots targeted to ,J,fterent areas of
the country. For example, an ad run in the Northeast in January would pla y up the car's
full-Lime four-wheel drive system that is great iii sno\s, while a spot aired in the south
would have a different theme. Also, the large number of channels offered b y each satel-
lite radio company means that they can air programs targeed to .pecific audiences.
As an esarupie, Sir:us' programs include OutQ radio. a station providtng nes, intornni-
tiOfl, and eiitcrai1mCi1L for the gay and lesbian cominuntly. If adverti'cis want to target
this audience, the y now have a new medium, and individuals listening to lies station also
irpi ecilie that the medium exists.

Questions
1. If YOU were purchasing a new vehicle and satellite radio was a lo.s •coi giii,

factors might you consider when making your decision?

2. Wh0t might your prepurchase search activit y include.

.rurce: Det,orali L Vence, 'Channel Alverusnig [(Fails: 	 ite°iic Ridi 
Marketers New Options," Miirkei0ig News. April 15, .()U5. II -12.
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C-38 Cues

Case Two: Women Want More Horses
A rece ii art teic in the Neo' York limes presented a story about IWO (OinCticut Women,

t•;jC	 ,Lt$LJ ,IL.	 UC

and both wanting to ceichi-ate their lives by pleasing themselves. So what did ttcN do?
They both bought new Mercedes automobiles.

Indeed, over the past few years, there has been a growth in the sales of fun or
extravagant cars to middle-aged women, and a movement b y these women away from
minivans and SIJVs. Car dealers have reported that women arc walking into their deal-
erships and are 'xhi biting much wore interest in horsepower than in trunk space.
While there is no particular brand ot vehicle that is preferred, nuddle-age women have
been buying a lot of convertibles and other "noniami y" type cars. If the woman drove
a convertible when she was young and single, and enjoyed the experience, then she
wants a convertible 110W. II She considered pick up trucks to he "touit and sex y ' when
she was it young woman, then it's it pickup truck site now wants to be driving.

While Son m

	

ic	 ight call this a midlife cuisis—aftei 	 m

	

all, quite a few	 en want a
Corvette for then 511th birthday--others call it an ''unrealistic desire," with the buyer
wanting to go back to the person she remenihers being hefe becoming a Mom and
needing a minivan. And these n'oltiy'ri are %yajki l uj ilito car dealerships very knowledge-
able, often thanks to the information acquired over the Internet

Question
	s:,r the	 ttcept	 'l-'ttnt. 1-e use! to e.sptattt the i aerensed iniercs nit

;VOtine!I III f'liCfn,t,Oii4 in,ratn! 	 type VehiCles'

Source: Alex Williams.t"What \Vornen Want: More I lurses,'' flu' iVeln York Timn's,
June 12, 206, Section iL 1 Se 7.


